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ABSTRACT 

  

Lithium traction batteries are a key enabling technology for plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs). 

Traction battery manufacture contributes to vehicle production emissions, and battery 

performance can have significant effects on life cycle greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions for 

PEVs. To assess emissions from PEVs, a life cycle perspective that accounts for vehicle 

production and operation is needed. However, the contribution of batteries to life cycle emissions 

hinge on a number of factors that are largely absent from previous analyses, notably the 

interaction of battery chemistry alternatives and the number of electric vehicle kilometers of 

travel (e-VKT) delivered by a battery. We compare life cycle GHG emissions from lithium- 

based traction batteries for vehicles using a probabilistic approach based on 24 hypothetical 

vehicles modeled on the current US market. We simulate life-cycle emissions for five 

commercial lithium chemistries. Examining these chemistries leads to estimates of emissions 

from battery production of 194-494 kg CO2 equivalent (CO2e) per kWh of battery capacity. 

Combined battery production and fuel cycle emissions intensity for plug-in hybrid electric 

vehicles is 226-386 g CO2e/e-VKT, and for all-electric vehicles 148-254 g CO2e/e-VKT. This 

compares to emissions for vehicle operation alone of 140-244 g CO2e/e-VKT for grid-charged 

electric vehicles. Emissions estimates are highly dependent on the emissions intensity of the 

operating grid, but other upstream factors including material production emissions, and operating 

conditions including battery cycle life and climate, also affect life cycle GHG performance. 

Overall, we find battery production is 5-15% of vehicle operation GHG emissions on an e-VKT 

basis. 

Key Words: Li-ion battery; EV; LCA; carbon footprint 
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1. Introduction 

A transition to plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs), including battery electric vehicles (BEVs) and 

plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), is promoted as a pathway to reduce greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions from transportation, increase national energy security, and improve local air 

quality. Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have become the preferred choice for energy storage in 

PEVs because they offer superior energy density, charge cycle performance, and decreased 

environmental burdens compared to other electrochemical options such as NiMH and lead acid 

(1). PEVs have been advocated in part because electric powertrain efficiency is significantly 

greater than conventional internal combustion engines (ICEs), and could lead to deep reductions 

in operational energy and GHG emissions. As much as 75−95% of life cycle GHG emissions 

from ICE vehicles are attributable to fuel consumption and combustion for operation (2-5). 

However, increased vehicle production emissions, and decreased operation emissions, means that 

PEVs may experience a greater proportion of life cycle emissions during production compared to 

ICEs. In fact, on a percent basis, PEVs may have double the emissions from the production 

phase, and previous studies have shown that battery manufacture alone can be responsible for 

35-41% of those production emissions for a 120-160 km range PEV (~24 kWh battery) (6). 

Despite the potential importance of battery manufacture and replacement, very few life cycle 

assessment (LCA) based studies of PEVs or PEV traction batteries have considered multiple 

battery chemistries and differences in battery degradation and service life. Instead, separate 

bodies of research have developed with different foci: (i) LCA of PEVs and traction batteries; (ii) 

studies of electricity grids to determine operating emissions for PEVs; and (iii), empirical study, 

modeling, and performance testing of vehicle traction batteries. Research progress in these three 

fields has had limited integration, and which, if implemented, could reveal significant sources of 

uncertainty in emissions estimates for PEVs and important trade-offs for vehicle and climate 

policies. 

This study builds on these bodies of previous research by offering a novel integration of 

automotive battery cycle-life modeling and life cycle GHG assessment, with the specific goal of 

assessing how differences between lithium chemistries will affect GHG emissions performance. 

We apply a probabilistic modeling approach, Monte Carlo simulation, to capture the inherent 

variability and uncertainty in predictive modeling of a PEV traction battery life cycle. This 

provides a new framework for comparison of emissions across life cycle stages and 

technological designs. In addition to considering five possible LIB chemistries, the assessment 

captures spatial and temporal heterogeneity in electricity grid emissions, variability in battery-to- 

wheels efficiency including ambient climate impacts, causes and effects of battery aging and 

health, and uncertainty in lifetime e-VKT delivered by a battery. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Lithium Ion Traction Batteries 

In short-range configurations, traction battery manufacture is likely a small share of overall PEV 

production emissions due to the small size of the batteries involved (<6 kWh). Early estimates 

for plug-in hybrid vehicles suggested that potential production emissions for a 10-15 mile all- 

electric PHEV to be 2-5% of the vehicle’s life cycle emissions (7). In the United States, ranges of 

PEVs, both pure electric and hybrid, have increased significantly over the last five years as more 

electric vehicle models have been introduced (see SI: Figure A and Table A for historical data) 

(23). A favorable policy landscape for vehicles considered “zero emissions” at federal and state 
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levels (24), in addition to rapidly falling battery prices (25), are helping to increase deployment 

of long-range PEVs. For long-range PEVs, such as an all-electric vehicle with 25 kWh of on- 

board storage, battery production likely contributes 12-15% of overall life cycle emissions (2; 6). 

A variety of lithium cathode and anode materials are being used in, or considered for, mass 

market vehicles. These chemistries have significantly different expectations for cycle life, from 

1000 to over 5000 cycles in vehicle service, as well as different nominal and maximum voltages 

(2.4V/2.8V to 3.8V/4.2V) (17). These differences affect the choice of battery management 

systems, cooling systems, and other components (21), and may affect cost. Heterogeneity in 

material composition of the battery also has implications for both the supply of raw materials and 

the economic value of recovered and recycled materials (22). 

Samaras and Meisterling (2008) was among the earliest studies to examine the life cycle GHG 

emissions from a PEV, comparing ICE, hybrid electric, and three PHEV applications (30, 60, and 

90 km electric range distances) (7). The study assumed a lithium nickel-cobalt-manganese 

(NMC) battery chemistry, and modeled the battery’s production-related impacts and performance 

characteristics using the results of an often-cited study, Rydh and Sandén (2005) (8). Rydh and 

Sandén examined the NMC battery as one of a number of energy storage options for 

photovoltaic systems (not vehicle applications). At the time of Samaras and Meisterling’s 

research there were no commercially produced PHEV vehicles, so their study was necessarily 

conjectural. They found relatively small contributions from the battery to the life cycle impacts 

of the vehicle. 

Notter et al. (2010) was among the earliest and most transparent studies that explicitly examined 

the contribution of LIB production to the life cycle emissions of a BEV (9). They model a 

lithium manganese-oxide (LMO) battery, developing their own life cycle inventory, and estimate 

significantly lower production-related impacts compared to those from Rydh and Sandén, and as 

a consequence those of Samaras and Meisterling. They find the LIB contributes 15% of life cycle 

impacts, based on the Ecoindicator 99 approach (10). 

Majeau-Bettez et al. (2011) performed an LCA of three PEV battery chemistries, nickel metal- 

hydride (NiMH), lithium nickel-cobalt-manganese (NMC), and lithium iron-phosphate (LFP), 

and assume that the LFP battery has twice the cycle life, 6000, compared the NCM and NiMH 

batteries. Like Samaras and Meisterling, they develop the life cycle inventory and battery 

performance characteristics for the LIB based on the work of Rydh and Sandén. The authors 

show larger battery manufacturing impacts compared to the earlier studies of Notter et al. and 

Samaras and Meisterling. 

Hawkins et al. (2013) built upon Majeau-Bettez et al.’s results, taking the results of the two 

lithium-based battery chemistries, NMC and LFP, and contextualizing them in a full vehicle 

LCA. While Hawkins et al. account for the different masses required for the batteries, the battery 

use-phase is treated identically and both are assumed to last the vehicle lifetime. Hawkins et al. 

compared BEVs with ICE gasoline and diesel vehicles and showed the electricity grid used to 

charge PEV batteries was the most influential determinant of whether BEVs out-performed ICE 

vehicles. The publication of this article heralded a shift in the modeling approach for PEVs, by 

emphasizing the critical role of the electricity grid and the need for all future studies to consider 

grid heterogeneity. 

Several studies have also found that material production can be a significant contributor to the 

environmental burden of battery manufacture. Notter et al. (2010) finds copper and aluminum 
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have the largest overall impact on the environmental burden for a LMO battery, even fully 

allocating the impacts of lithium extraction to lithium salts, and with no credit for recycling of 

materials (9). Ellingsen et al. (2014), using primary data on NMC battery manufacture, also 

finds high impacts from graphite, aluminum and copper (31). Dunn et al. (2012) finds much 

lower impacts for cradle-to-gate battery production, mostly due to significantly lower estimates 

for cell and pack assembly energies; the authors find that closed loop recycling of key materials 

(cathode active material, aluminum, and copper) could reduce material production energies by 

48% (33). 

A largely separate body of work has considered the effect of including temporal and spatial 

heterogeneity in electricity grids in the context of marginal rather than average electricity used to 

charge PEV batteries (the most influential being the work of Graff Zivin et al. 2014 (11)). These 

studies treat the vehicle rather simply, focusing on new ways of examining the consequences of 

adding PEV electricity demand to the existing grid. At the same time, additional sources of 

spatial and temporal heterogeneity that affect battery performance, such as climate effects on 

batteries have been increasingly studied (12-14). Yuksel and Michalek and Archsmith et al. 

combine both the spatial heterogeneity of marginal electricity emissions and some climate 

affects, among other considerations, to provide geography-dependent view of BEV performance 

(15; 16). Both show considerable variability in results by region, but consider only a single 

battery. 

Often absent from EV and LIB life cycle-based studies is research on battery performance testing 

and cycle life modelling, particularly for lithium cells designed for automotive applications. 

Despite the common practice of assuming equal battery lifetimes across chemistries and vehicles 

in LCA studies, Burke et al. (2009, 2013) show 300-500% variation in the expected cycle life of 

automotive cells with different cathode materials (17; 18). Eddaheck et al. (2015) also finds 

variation of more than 50% for battery degradation rates across automotive cells of different 

lithium chemistries depending on thermal and charge conditions during storage. Mathematical 

models of battery service life derived from accelerated battery testing also point to the potential 

for significantly shorter cycle lives than assumed in previous LCA studies, as well as differences 

across battery chemistries (19; 20). The interaction of battery aging and degradation with PEV 

GHG emissions performance has not been studied, and could present important considerations 

for original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and policy stakeholders. 

2.1.1 Lithium Chemistries for Electric Vehicle Batteries 

The conventional structure for a lithium battery consists of a graphite anode and lithium metal 

oxide cathode, with a lithium salt electrolyte (e.g. LiPF6) in organic solvent (e.g. ethylene 

carbonate-dimethyl carbonate). Cathode and anode materials are bound to copper and aluminum 

collector foils with a resin binder and additional solvent. A generalized common reaction 

process for C/LiPF6 in EC–DMC/LiMO2 consists of: 

yC+ lim O2 ↔ Lix Cy  + Li1−x M O2 , x 0.5, y=6, voltage  3.7 V (1) 

Reversible exchange of lithium ions between electrodes results in a significant electrical 

potential, as shown in Equation (1) (34). Some automakers are now employing batteries with 

lithium metal oxides in both cathode and anode, such as Toshiba’s LTO-NMC cells used in the 

Honda Fit. With some notable exceptions (e.g. Tesla Model S), the majority of automakers have 
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employed pouch or prismatic lithium cells (20-60 Ah), as opposed to cylindrical cells often 

found in consumer electronics (<5 Ah) (35). While prismatic and pouch cells usually have lower 

energy density (and specific energy), it is potentially easier to arrange them in modular pack 

architectures due to their shape. Modules of multiple cell bricks in series can also provide system 

"balancing,” where a differential current is applied to each cell during any charge operation. 

This limits state of charge (SOC) mismatching, as well as capacity degradation. 

To maximize battery lifetimes, SOC is continually balanced across banks of cells by battery 

management systems (BMS). DOD is limited to 75-85% of the pack’s rated capacity, as 

batteries have exponentially higher cycle life counts at increasingly low DOD. Utilizing a range 

of discharge less than the cell’s rated capacity improves its lifetime charge capacity and voltage 

degradation. Traction battery lifetimes are usually expected to exceed standard powertrain 

warranty periods (~60,000 miles), but manufacturers caution against gradual capacity fade 

during this time. 5-8 year manufacturer warranties are common for traction batteries; although 

not all manufacturers guarantee for specific levels of capacity fade during the warranty period, 

30% reduction in capacity is often considered the cut-off point for removal or replacement (SI: 

Table D). In addition to manufacturer warranties, California’s Zero Emissions Vehicle (ZEV) 

mandate requires that PEV battery warranties must be extended to 10 years to earn ZEV credits, 

but this warranty need not specify a level of capacity loss (36; 37). 

Continued transformational changes in lithium traction batteries are likely due to strong cost 

drivers and high performance targets in automotive applications (38; 39). Lithium metal couples 

with lower material costs can reduce battery pack prices, but there are a number of tradeoffs to 

be made, as evidenced in Table 1 and Figure 1. Cost of material is also a critical decision 

variable for battery chemistry selection, so cathode materials with high levels of cobalt may not 

be economic choices for continued large-scale roll out of lithium traction batteries (40). This 

may explain why no currently mass marketed electric vehicle employs lithium cobalt oxide cells, 

and the majority of automotive cell suppliers have focused on NCA and LMO configurations 

(35; 41). LFP configurations also have slightly higher costs per kWh because more cells in series 

are required due to lower cell voltages (42). LMO-NMC blends seem to provide very low cost, 

but require more aggressive cooling. LTO-NMC couples operate at lower voltages than other 

couples currently employed in automotive applications, and their low energy densities may limit 

their applications despite lower material costs. 

2.1.2 PEV Battery Performance 

Decreased material costs could enable wider-scale roll out of PEVs, but battery life cycle 

performance should be a key concern due to its influence on production-related emissions. This 

investment in production emissions will generate life cycle emissions reductions only if batteries 

endure in vehicular service long enough to realize GHG savings from switching away from 

gasoline, though GHG savings hinges not only on production emissions from PEVs, but on the 

GHG-intensity of the electricity used for battery charging. Thus battery service life and battery 

performance over time should be important considerations in life cycle modeling of PEVs. 

Battery service life is a function of battery degradation, often referred to as battery aging, and is 

characterized by gradual capacity fade and impedance growth, eventually resulting in the need 

for battery replacement or vehicle retirement. Both battery cycling and time cause battery aging, 

and battery aging is accelerated by the DOD and frequency of cycles, thermal conditions, and 
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SOC/voltage conditions experienced by the battery. Three primary underlying chemical 

processes occur during lithium battery aging: loss of cyclable lithium; electrode material loss to 

dissolution; and electrolyte degradation (43). While intense charge cycling causes structural 

degradation of the electrode and active sites, the dominant fade mechanism when stored (i.e. due 

to time alone) is the growth of a resistive film; both processes also result in a loss of cyclable 

lithium (44). Capacity degradation has clear impacts on vehicle range, but the combination of 

resistance-induced power fade and diminished capacity will ultimately determine a battery’s 

service life. 

Hot ambient temperature conditions have significant impacts on battery performance degradation 

during charge cycling and storage, which in turn affects automotive cycle life (45; 46). Aging 

due to cycles or throughput, and aging due to storage at different SOC, can trade dominance 

depending on operating conditions. For example, increased charge cycling of battery packs can 

increase estimated battery lifetime compared to calendar or storage-only estimates, if the battery 

spends longer periods at lower voltages or more optimal temperatures (47), and active thermal 

management can mitigate aging caused by extreme thermal conditions, but typically increases 

vehicle energy requirements. 

Premature battery degradation is a significant concern for vehicle manufacturers, especially 

considering the high price of battery replacement; the cost of a 25 kWh LIB pack at current 

prices is $7500-12500 USD (25). Vehicles have experienced premature battery degradation that 

resulted in the battery realizing less than 60-70% of the intended cycle life. Idaho National Lab 

has conducted a long-term road test of four 2012 Nissan Leaf vehicles containing 24 kWh 

LMO/G battery based on AESC 33Ah cells; after 80467 km (50000 mi) of daily driving (or 

approximately 700 cycles), vehicles had experienced over a 25% reduction in pack capacity (48). 

Other empirical studies of LMO cells have obtained cycle lives 15-40% below theoretical 

estimates when considering automotive operating conditions (19; 49). LFP lifetimes, potentially 

greater than 3000 cycles at low charge/discharge rates and low ambient temperatures, can 

decrease by 50% or more at 40 oC or with rapid cycling(20; 50).  Long-cycle life lithium 

couples, such as Toshiba’s LTO cells, have begun to emerge into the market, but currently have 

little market share. LTO-LMO couples are likely very long lived, with 50Ah prismatic pouches 

losing less than 1% capacity over 1000 cycles during fast charge cycling (6C) (18). 

2.2. Methods 

This study uses established life cycle GHG assessment frameworks (51) to analyze life cycle 

emissions from PEV traction batteries. Non-CO2 GHG emissions are characterized in equivalent 

units of carbon dioxide (CO2e) using 100-year Global Warming Potentials (GWPs) from the 

IPCC’s 5th Assessment Report (52). Because there is a great deal of uncertainty in this research, 

the analysis uses a probabilistic rather than deterministic approach, which is increasingly a 

requirement of life cycle assessment guidance and standards (53). Probabilistic or stochastic 

models allow for estimation of parameter values, such as emissions or energy consumption, 

when individual parameters are not precisely known, a common challenge in life cycle 

assessment. Fuzzy set theory is frequently used to estimate unknown parameter values and 

Monte Carlo simulation is well accepted as an uncertainty propagation method in quantitative 

decision analysis (54; 55), and both are used in this study to carry out probabilistic life cycle 

modeling. 
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Monte Carlo requires probability density functions (PDFs) for expected parameter distributions, 

which are then used in the context of repeated sampling to estimate results as confidence 

intervals, rather than point estimates. Probabilistic modeling is also used in this study iteratively 

to identify key parameters and interrogate underlying assumptions. Comparison of the impacts 

of parameter uncertainty (caused by a lack of available knowledge/data) and variability 

(fluctuations inherent to the system) on model outputs is also explored (56). 

3. Calculations 

3.1 Scope of analysis 

The scope of the life cycle GHG assessment reflects the goal of this study; to estimate the 

influence of battery service life and battery performance on life cycle GHG emissions. The life 

cycle stages included in the analysis are: battery material processing, battery manufacturing, and 

the battery use-phase (including electricity used during charging). The material processing phase 

encompasses all the production steps prior to assembly for the cell (cathode active material, 

anode active material, binders, and electrolyte), packaging (plastics, insulation, etc.), and battery 

management systems (BMSs). Battery material inventories are grouped into four component 

types: electrodes (cathode/anode active materials, terminals and collector foils), structural 

(packaging, buss-bars, etc.), electrolyte, and management systems (including BMS and thermal). 

We consider five lithium chemistries (cathode-anode couples): NCA-G, NMC-G, LMO-G, LFP- 

G, and LMO-LTO (as described in Table 1), and estimate the composition and material 

requirements for seven traction battery design scenarios based on intended range, motor power, 

glider body energy requirements, cell structure, and thermal management of current on-road 

vehicles, as described in Table 2. An iterative calculator for battery mass and volume, charge 

characteristics, and materials is employed based on the BatPaC model (21; 26). The model 

allows for comparison between the material and energy flows for different chemistries based on 

a set of design scenarios centered on vehicle end-use, power requirements, and thermal 

considerations. Traction battery design scenarios are constructed to be representative of the PEV 

market, as well as capture significant differences in battery production and composition across 

vehicle design (PHEV or BEV) and intended range. 

Energy requirements and GHG emissions for these traction battery design scenarios are then 

used to develop sampling distributions for 24 PEV models representing the current US PEV 

market. The unit of reporting in this analysis reflects the primary function of the battery; energy 

storage to provide e-VKT. Thus results of the battery life cycle GHG analysis are normalized by 

the lifetime e-VKT. This normalized metric is appropriate for comparing the utilization potential 

of batteries (32; 57). Vehicle e-VKT is simulated across vehicle and chemistry combinations 

based on the expected cycle lives of each battery chemistry. 

3.2 Battery System Design and Production Emissions 

Battery design is considered through seven scenarios constructed around common PEV vehicle 

classes (PHEV15, PHEV40, PHEV80, BEV80, BEV200, BEV250). Battery scenarios are 

modeled based on intended vehicle type (PHEV or BEV), intended vehicle electric range, battery 

pack configuration, electric motor power, and the thermal management system.  Data for 

material composition per kWh, emissions per kWh, energy requirements per kWh, as well as 

pack energy density and mass were developed and used to generate sampling distributions. 

These distributions were then applied to several vehicle designs within the PEV vehicle class. 
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While battery packs are usually designed for a specific vehicle, real-world performance of a 

particular battery system will vary based on different vehicle types. To assess variation in 

vehicle performance within battery design scenarios, we look at several specific vehicle models 

for each PEV class; for instance, the Ford C-max and Fusion Energi, as well as the Honda 

Accord Plug-in, are all simulated from the same underlying distribution of material composition 

and energy requirements, but adjusted for the specific vehicle design by the kWh capacity. 

All batteries are simulated as a prismatic cell type and a blend of steel and aluminum structural 

elements, and with only one exception, all scenarios utilize active liquid cooling systems. 

Battery cycle life is used to simulate energy throughput and calculate lifetime e-VKT. Lifetime 

e-VKT for each simulated vehicle and chemistry combination is based on initial estimated all- 

electric vehicle range, expected gradual capacity fade during vehicle service life, and estimated 

cycle life by chemistry. Gradual capacity fade is estimated for small charge cycle intervals 

(<100 cycles), and the full electric range delivered by the charge cycle is used to estimate e- 

VKT. The distributions of key parameters are detailed in Table 3. 

End of LIB vehicular service life is assumed to occur after a 30% reduction in rated energy 

storage capacity from when the battery was new. Battery cycle life is estimated for each lithium 

couple based on a meta-analysis of published sources and other publically available data. Table B 

in the Supplementary Information (SI) summarizes the key parameters from the studies included 

in the meta-analysis. Empirical test data of prismatic or pouch cells are used when available; the 

most likely cycle life outcome is assumed to occur at or near ambient temperatures with 

relatively low (~2C) charge/discharge rates (58).  Lower-bound cycle life is assumed to occur 

due to calendar aging or cycling at elevated temperatures, as opposed to increased high c-rate 

cycling. Aging effects and cycling effects are considered to be additive (59), and differences 

between vehicle duty cycles are simulated by way of thermal impacts (e.g. increased accessory 

load and increased battery degradation). Upper-bound cycle life is estimated for optimal DOD 

cycling patterns and calendar storage limits, indicating the maximum expected cycles to be 

delivered by the battery before capacity fade thresholds are reached. Extrapolated estimates are 

used where no complete cycle life data is available. 

Material production emissions estimates were calculated from life cycle material inventories in 

the 2014 Greenhouse Gases, Regulated Emissions, and Energy Use in Transportation Model 

(GREET) (60). The material life cycle inventories (LCIs) are consistent across chemistries. A 

distribution of emissions factors for electricity consumed during cell and pack assembly and 

vehicle use-phase is estimated from regional US emissions factors (16) (SI: Figure B). 

Energy consumed directly in cell and pack assembly is simulated stochastically based on existing 

inventories in published studies. Energy requirements for cell and pack assembly are assumed to 

be the same across battery chemistries. Fuel-cycle energy consumption is based on vehicle 

specific energy requirements (Wh/km), charger efficiency, and accessory load. Charger 

efficiency varies based on the system and charging rate, but is typically between 85-95%. 

Climate impacts on accessory load factor are estimated to increase per mile energy consumption 

by 0-15% (15). 

Production of the BMS is modeled based on results from Dunn et al. (2012) for a 5 kWh 

LiFePO4 battery. Data from general electronics manufacture is used where specific data for 

process burdens of circuit boards and semiconductors in BMS systems was unavailable. 

Recycling is not considered in this data (meaning no recycling credit is assigned to the BMS), 
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however materials preserved in the manufacturing process (such as binders), are considered in 

the inventory. 

3.3 Electricity Grid Emissions 

GHG emissions from electricity consumption are influential in determining the GHG intensity of 

battery operation, but also affect manufacturing because some processes are electricity-intensive 

such as cell and pack assembly. Understandably, much of the detailed modeling of use-phase 

impacts for PEVs has focused on variability in generation source, such as regional or temporal 

variations in electrical grids (61), and whether PEV charging demand should be modeled as 

marginal demand (e.g. as an additional unit of demand on the grid), or should be considered part 

of existing demand (11). 

Future electric vehicle charging at high penetration rates would represent significant demand for 

electricity, which could have modest to severe impacts on local utility grid emissions factors 

based on penetration of renewables, energy storage systems, electric vehicle range, level of 

public charging deployment, charging schedules, and charging rates (62-66). Current and future 

changes to the electricity generation system in the US will undoubtedly affect PEV emissions 

performance, and disparate carbon and climate policies at the state level are potentially 

exacerbating variation across regional emissions factors (67; 68). Though these issues are 

important, this analysis does not include a prediction of future electricity grid emissions, but 

rather looks to recent history to estimate emissions from U.S. electricity and treats PEV charging 

as marginal demand. 

There appears to be a trend towards representing PEV charging demand as marginal, a paradigm 

shift initiated by the work of Graff-Zivin et al. and the successive studies that have built upon it 

(11). In accordance with this trend we use the results of Archsmith et al., which report estimates 

of life cycle GHG emissions for marginal demand across the North American Electric Reliability 

Corporation regions in the lower 48 states (69). We chose this study because, unlike other 

available marginal emissions estimates, it includes total fuel cycle GHG emissions (rather than 

combustion-only emissions from power plants) and includes the contribution of marginal 

electricity supply generated from renewables. 

3.4 Summary of Parameter distributions 

To implement a probability based life cycle model, parameter values must be represented as 

PDFs rather than point estimates. Table 3 summarizes the parameter PDFs developed and used in 

this analysis. 

3.5 Limitations 

This study does not consider potential interactions of vehicle design, range, and battery 

chemistry on cycle life; it is possible that cycle life for certain chemistries is longer in particular 

vehicle designs due to correlation between vehicle type and frequency of certain drive cycles. 

The effects of different thermal management strategies on average pack temperatures and 

impacts on battery aging are also not considered. Regional levels of PEV deployment could also 

impact the probability of the occurrence of specific climate impacts or emissions from electricity. 

Changes in future production systems, raw material provision, or operating grid efficiency could 

have significant impacts on emissions estimates and are not addressed in this study. 

Despite the widespread use of probabilistic modeling approaches in quantitative analysis, they 

suffer from several criticisms. Inappropriate or arbitrary parameter distributions gives false 
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confidence in unreliable results, lack of uncertainty incorporated into scenario analysis yields 

little information on key factors, and independent sampling of correlated parameters reduces 

comparability between modeled product stages or systems.  Dependent sampling has been used 

to facilitate comparisons between product stages (70); to that end, the same distribution of 

electricity emissions factors is used for production and use-phase energy consumption. Fuzzy set 

quantitative analysis is used in this study to derive parameter distributions from empirical data, 

with the goal of limiting arbitrary application of density functions to parameters (71). 

4. Results 

While battery composition varies considerably across chemistries (Figure 2a), GHG emissions 

impacts are predominately due to a few materials. Including the battery management system 

(BMS), GHG emissions from material production were on average 20% of total battery 

production emissions (Figure 2b). Aluminum was responsible for approximately 40% of 

material production GWP for all five chemistries. Emissions attributable to energy directly 

consumed in cell and pack assembly was ~80% of total production emissions, or 157-475 kg 

CO2e/kWh. 

As shown in Figure 3, mean cradle-to-gate GWP intensity for LIB chemistries is 256-261 
kg/kWh, with only LFP and LTO showing statistically significant differences in production GWP 

between chemistries (Tukey-Kramer, α =0.05 ¿ . Production emissions are log normally 

distributed, ranging widely from 194-494 kg/kWh; upper bound estimates were predictably 

correlated with more carbon intensive electricity for cell assembly. 

Significant differences are also observed across vehicle configurations and vehicle electric range 

(Figure 4). Battery production emissions intensity (e.g. per kWh of capacity) is 4% higher for 

PHEVs on average compared to BEV batteries. Small batteries (~5 kWh) had higher production 

emissions per kWh of capacity because many battery components or systems did not scale 

completely with pack size. Estimated lifetime e-VKT for traction batteries was 26000-86000 e- 

VKT, with significantly shorter estimates for PHEVs compared to BEVs. Lifetime e-VKT for 

BEV vehicles was ~95,000 kilometers across all chemistries; long range vehicles, such as the 

Tesla model S, could reach well in excess of 241,000 kilometers considering charge cycle 

degradation only. PHEV lifetime was 13000-53000 e-VKT across chemistries and vehicles. 

Considering a likely electricity emissions factor range of 660-970 g CO2e/kWh, fuel cycle 

emissions rates for the US were estimated at 140-244 g CO2e/e-VKT. The range of this estimate 

is likely more reflective of regional variability than temporal or seasonal variability within 

regions. However, if the climate effects on batteries and grid emissions intensity were varied in a 

geospatially explicit manner, this would likely change (see Archsmith et al. for a discussion of 

this) (16). Battery production emissions of 4-17 g CO2e/e-VKT were ~7% on average of 

comparable fuel cycle emissions (Figure 5). The combined emissions rate (production and fuel 

cycle) was 148-261 g CO2e/e-VKT. 

Uncertainty in total life cycle emissions rates was predominately driven by emissions from the 

operating grid (Figure 6). Climate and cycle-life were also key factors for overall emissions 

rates. Larger uncertainties in the life-time of NCA batteries, combined with slightly higher 

material production emissions estimates, led to stronger affects from NCA lifetime estimates. 

Climate and charging efficiency assumptions also varied total emissions estimates by ± 5%. 
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5. Discussion 

 
Lithium ion cell manufacture can be highly energy intensive. For example, high temperatures 

and sterile conditions, which are energy-intensive and thus emissions-intensive processes, are 

required for binding cathode and anode active materials to collector foils, trimming and filling 

pouches with electrolyte, as well as sealing and testing of cells (26). Recent studies have 

illustrated that estimates of energy consumption during cell manufacture can drive estimates of 

overall battery production emissions (27; 28) Estimates for cradle to gate emissions for early 

Japanese cells were approximately 70 kg CO2e/kWh (29), with direct energy in cell manufacture 

of 0-28.3 MJ/kWh (30). More recent studies have found much higher impacts: 133-338 kg 

CO2e/kWh based on energy consumption of 326-2318 MJ/kWh for cell manufacture (28; 31; 

32). While earlier estimates are based primarily on laboratory test data, both Bauer et al. (2010) 

and Ellingsen et al. (2014), with the highest published estimates for cell manufacture energies, 

rely on inventories and other primary data from of existing cell manufacturers. 

Previous studies report a wide range of estimates for traction battery life cycle GHG emissions: 

38−487 kg CO2e/kWh. This study’s estimates fall within that range, 193−494 kg CO2e/kWh 

(Figure 7). Despite very different findings for emissions per kWh of capacity, Notter et al. 

(2010) and Zackrisson et al. (2012) find similar production impacts of 6−8 g CO2e/km, with fuel 

cycle impacts of 62−109 g CO2e/km. Both Notter et al. (2010) and Dunn et al. (2012) stand out 

with very low estimates for battery production in comparison to other studies. While previous 

research also point towards high-energy requirements (and emissions potential) from cell 

assembly, the significance of battery production emissions on a per VKT basis is strongly 

affected by battery cycle life. This is due to the large uncertainties in current lithium battery 

performance, as well as the wide variability in cycle life expectations across chemistries. 

Early estimates for battery production of approximately 70 kg CO2e/kWh or less suggested GHG 

emissions reduction potential from electric vehicles after only ~200 cycles (compared to a 

comparable conventional gasoline ICE vehicle), when charged from a typical electricity grid 

dominated by fossil fuels coal and natural gas (72). Comparing to a conventional vehicle 

producing 220 g CO2e/VKT, GHG payback periods for battery production (2-8 metric tons CO2e 

on average), are approximately 400-1150 cycles. This estimate, while not taking into account 

battery aging, is already close to or exceeding battery cycle life for LMO configurations. A push 

towards longer-range vehicles and larger capacity batteries could exacerbate uncertainties about 

life cycle performance by further extending carbon payback periods. This underscores the need 

for life cycle GHG accounting; estimates of emissions performance based solely on the fuel 

cycle or tail pipe emissions could miss structural shifts in emissions between production and use- 

phase. 

Dependent sampling is used in this study to emphasize comparability within the life cycle GHG 

assessment framework and reveal non-intuitive trade PEV LIB Batteries offs between use-phase 

and production emissions. Some additional scenarios highlight this point. Consider the case 

where battery production and vehicle operation occur with different underlying distributions for 

electricity emissions factors. This is a reasonable scenario to consider as the majority of 

automotive battery cells, including those used in the US, are currently manufactured in China 
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and other Asian countries (SI: Table C). In addition, over 50% of the US PEV market is in a 

single state: California. The state’s reported utility emissions factors are also much lower than 

national averages. Using a production grid intensity closer to some Asian manufacturing hubs 

(around 1 kg CO2e/kWh), and an average operating grid intensity for California (approximately 

0.23 kgCO2e/kWh), production emissions increase to 214−687 kg/kWh, but the life cycle 

emissions rate decreases to 94−135 g CO2e/e-VKT. Doubling the expected range of production 

energy emissions intensities has little to modest impacts on per kilometer emissions rates, as 

exhibited by these results. Cycle life (including climate impacts), and operating grid emissions 

intensity are likely the key factors affecting traction battery emissions performance. 

Effective throughput of the traction battery over expected cycles has been used to estimate the 

total kilometers travelled by the vehicle. Lifetime e-VKT generation for long-range traction 

batteries is currently highly uncertain due to a number of factors; some, including driver 

behavior, mechanical failure, and vehicle accidents, are not assessed in this study. Regional 

variations in travel patterns and travel demands could also impact lifetime e-VKT. Further 

research is required to assess how these factors will impact traction battery carbon payback 

period. High mileage vehicles may come up against calendar aging considerations or 

accident/mechanical failure before maximum mileages are reached. As more data on PEV usage 

and real-world battery cycle performance becomes available, estimates of effective lifetime e- 

VKT for PEVs is also likely to improve. 

 

6. Conclusions 

 
This research highlights a number of factors that influence the performance of PEVs from a GHG 

emissions standpoint; these findings can be used to inform the regulatory landscape for 

deployment of PEVs in the U.S. and globally, as well as shape engineering decisions for vehicle 

OEMs. This probabilistic approach to considering life cycle battery performance as a function of 

chemistry and based on a meta-analysis of battery performance data, shows that the exclusion of 

production-related emissions for PEVs and realistic operating performance may ignore tradeoffs 

in production and operation emissions of PEVs. This means a life cycle approach for regulating 

emissions intensity (g CO2e/VKT) may be required to ensure that policies intended to reduce 

GHG emissions and preferentially encourage low emissions vehicles are successful. This 

conclusion supports the findings of previous work on other production-related emissions, even 

for non PEVs, such as those from lightweight materials, which can overwhelm the emissions 

reduction achieved during vehicle operation (73). Projections of future grid CO2e emissions 

intensity, which suggest significant reductions over time, and increasingly efficient ICE vehicle 

operation, serve to increase the contribution of production emissions to life cycle emissions for 

light-duty vehicles, and suggest that the need for a life cycle perspective in regulatory 

frameworks. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Comparing Lithium chemistries for automotive traction batteries 

Figure 2. Composition of lithium batteries and material GHG emissions by chemistry: (a) mean 

composition of traction batteries by components (% of total mass) (b) mean GHG emissions 

from materials by chemistry (% of total battery production emissions) 

Figure 3. Mean battery production emissions estimates for LIB chemistries 

Figure 4. Battery production emissions by PEV vehicle type and all-electric range 

Figure 5. Production and fuel cycle emissions rates 

Figure 6. Sensitivity to key parameters 

Figure 7. GHG emissions comparison for to other studies for PEV LIB Battery Production and 

PEV Operation 



 

Table 1. Lithium chemistries for PEV traction batteries (17; 19; 20) 

 

 
Chemistry 

Lithium 

Nickel 

Cobalt 

Aluminu 

m Oxide 

Lithium 

Nickel 

Manganes 

e Cobalt 

Oxide 

 
Lithium 

Manganes 

e Oxide 

 
Lithium 

Iron 

Phosphate 

Lithium 

Manganes 

e with 

Titanate 

Oxide 

Anode 

Chemistry group Nickelate 
Manganes 

e Spinel 
Phosphate Titanate 

Abbreviation NCA NMC LMO LFP LMO/LTO 

Voltage (Nominal/Max) 3.6/4.2 3.6/4.2 3.6/4.0 3.2/3.6 2.4/2.8 

Energy Density 

(Wh/kg) 
100-150 75-170 100-120 80-115 45-100 

Estimated Automotive 

Cycles 

2000- 

3000 
1000-2000 300-700 2000-3000 >5000 



 

Table 2. Traction battery design scenarios and simulated PEVs (energy requirement is 

calculated, all other data are from the US Department of Energy’s Advanced Fuels Data 

Center (23)) 

Battery 

Scenario 

PEV 

Type 

 
Vehicle Model 

Battery 

Size (kWh) 

Motor 

Power 

(kW) 

Energy 

Requirement 

(Wh/VKT) 

 
 

Short-range 

PHEV 

 
 

PHEV 

15 

Toyota Prius Plug-in Hybrid 4.5 18.0 251.4 

Honda Accord Plug-in Hybrid 6.7 124.0 318.1 

BMW I8 7.1 125.0 294.1 

McLaren Automotive Limited P1 4.7 132.0 154.0 

Ford Fusion Energi Plug-in Hybrid 7.6 68.0 234.4 

Ford C-Max Energi Plug-In Hybrid 7.6 68.0 234.4 

Mid-range 

PHEV 

PHEV 

40 

Chevrolet ELR 16.9 126.0 283.5 

Cadillac Volt 15.7 111.0 256.1 

Long-range 
PHEV 

PHEV 
80 

BMW i3 (REX) 21.6 96.0 175.5 

 

Short-range 

BEV 

 
EV 40 

Scion iQ EV 12.0 110.0 195.5 

Mitsubishi Motors Corporation i- 

MiEV 
17.0 49.0 165.3 

Mercedes-Benz Smart fortwo EV 17.6 55.0 161.1 

 
Mid-range 

BEV (Low 

Power) 

 
 

EV 80 

Nissan Leaf 23.8 80.0 175.8 

Kia Soul Electric 27.0 81.0 180.4 

FIAT 500e 24.0 82.0 171.7 

Volkswagen e-Golf 27.1 85.0 202.7 

Honda FIT 20.0 92.0 50.0 

Mid-range 

BEV (High 
Power) 

 

EV 80 

Chevrolet SPARK EV 22.2 104.0 168.2 

Ford Focus Electric FWD 26.3 107.0 214.6 

Mercedes-Benz B-Class Electric 44.0 132.0 314.5 

Long-range 

BEV 

EV 

100 

Toyota RAV4 EV 50.2 126.0 302.7 

Tesla Motors Model S 86.0 164 and 350 222.6 



 

Table 3. Summary of parameter distributions 

Parameter Minimum Likeliest Maximum Distribution 

Production Emissions 

Cell Production Energy (MJ/kWh) 316 960 2318 fuzzy 

Pack Assembly Energy (MJ/kWh) ~N(0.014,0.01) normal 

Grid Emissions Factor (kg/kWh) ~LogN(μ=0.81,σ=0.13,k=-0.14) Log-normal 

Battery Cycle Life by Chemistry 

NCA Battery Cycles 400 1000 3000 fuzzy 

NMC Battery Cycles 1000 1700 3000 fuzzy 

LMO Battery Cycles 305 685 1000 fuzzy 

LFP Battery Cycles 1600 3200 5039 fuzzy 

LTO Battery Cycles 2000 5000 6800 fuzzy 

Material Production Emissions (kg CO2e/kWh) by Battery Type 

NCA BEV 39.86 42.87 45.54 fuzzy 

NCA PHEV 44.94 53.3 61.14 fuzzy 

NMC BEV 33.36 34.78 36.22 fuzzy 

NMC PHEV 38.78 48.32 53.85 fuzzy 

LMO BEV 36.29 39.83 42.98 fuzzy 

LMO PHEV 43.07 522.84 58.65 fuzzy 

LFP BEV 30.77 33.9 36.68 fuzzy 

LFP PHEV 35.89 43.21 49.56 fuzzy 

LTO BEV 28.17 31.79 34.98 fuzzy 

LTO PHEV 35.15 46.85 53.26 fuzzy 

Battery Charge and Discharge and Battery Aging 

Charger Efficiency 85% -- 95% uniform 

Climate Induced Degradation 0% -- 20% uniform 

Climate Accessory Load 0%  15% uniform 
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